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Abstract: This paper presents an approach to detect the dielectric condition of FRP Hot Stick in EHV high voltage cable whereas shutting down the power system is not necessary. The radio frequency generating method is adopted by transmitting radio wave into the Electrodes. This instrument is small, easy to use and also inexpensive. Furthermore, the impurity level of dirt on high voltage insulator (non-ceramic type) will be analyzed by using the methods based on IEEE Std.978-1984 at 105 kV.DC. /305 mm and OSHA Regulation 1910.269 Part J – live line tools. The frequency at 10-20 MHz is applied to FRP Hot Stick via Electrode1 and from FRP Hot Stick surface to Electrode 2. After that the results will be evaluated by testing in each condition of FRP Hot Stick, such as dry surface, hot surface, foil winding and conductor inserting. Finally, the watt loss will be examined and compared with the loss from humidity and Carbon tracking. The important components of this system are radio frequency generating unit, frequency stabilizing unit, frequency amplifier, FRP Hot Stick frequency counter, processing unit, and display unit.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the Extra High Voltage (EHV) system, the equipment, such as FRP Hot Stick and rope, are necessary for Live Line maintenance that is extremely risky for operators. Hence, all equipment should be checked for the dielectric characteristic to ensure that the international standard is met. This paper presents the approach to detect the FRP Hot Stick condition to prevent Flash Over at FRP Hot Stick surface under specified standards [1] and [2].

2. METHOD AND THEORY
To define the dielectric condition of FRP Hot Stick, the frequency at 10 - 20 MHz is generated and applied to FRP Hot Stick Surface via Electrode 1 and finally transmitted to Electrode 2. The frequency at Electrode 2 will be measured and compared with the transmitted frequency to examine the watt-loss stemming from humidity or Carbon Tracking. If the quality of FRP Hot Stick does not meet the standard, LED and Buzzer will monitor the result to indicate that cleaning is required before use.

3. DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM
The important components of this system are radio frequency generating unit, frequency stabilizing unit, frequency amplifier, FRP Hot Stick frequency counter, processing unit, and display unit as shown in Fig. 1.

3.1 Frequency Generating Unit
Frequency Generating Unit provides 10 MHz frequency by using electronic circuit and then transmits into FRP Hot Stick via Electrode 1 and 2. This unit consists of IC#CD40106B and MC 14013D Dual Type D flip-flop as shown in Fig. 2.

3.2 Frequency Stabilizing Unit
IC#LM158, the Operation Amplifier for stabilizing or controlling frequency level from frequency generating unit, is applied to detect the watt-loss with high efficiency as shown in Fig. 3.
3.3 Frequency Multiplication
The Schmitt Trigger circuit is used as the frequency multiplication circuit at maximum input current ($I_{in}$) = 100nA when $V_{in} = 18V$, $T_{a} = 25^\circ C$. The circuits are as shown in Fig. 4 and 5.

![Input Equivalent Circuit](image)

**Fig. 4 Input Equivalent Circuit**

*All Inputs Protected by COS/MOS Protection Network*

![Logic Diagram](image)

**Fig. 5 Logic Diagram**

3.4 Processing Unit
In this unit, the detected frequency will be compared with the determined value by using IC#CA3140A as shown in Fig. 6.

![Block Diagram of IC # CA3140](image)

**Fig. 6 Block Diagram of IC # CA3140**

3.5 Display Unit
LED is used to monitor the dielectric condition of FRP Hot Stick. If it is dielectric, LED will turn to green. In contrast, red will be shown and buzzer will be alert if FRP Hot Stick is not in good condition.

4. EXPERIMENTS
This approach is developed to examine FRP Hot Stick in various conditions by detecting frequency from Electrode 1 and 2 and then the watt-loss will be evaluated. Here, the experiment is divided into 4 conditions of FRP Hot Stick: Dry surface, Wet surface, Foil winding and Conductor inserting.

![Dielectric Detector for FRP Hot Stick](image)

**Fig. 7 Dielectric Detector for FRP Hot Stick**

4.1 Dry Surface
4.1.1 Rectangular stainless conductors size 21.5 cm. x 6.5 cm. are attached to Electrode 1 and 2 that are located in different side. Then, the dielectric condition of dry surface FRP hot Stick is examined. The result is dielectric as shown in Fig. 8.

![Waveform obtained by using Stainless Conductor](image)

**Fig. 8 Waveform obtained by using Stainless Conductor**

4.1.2 When Pilot FRP Hot Stick is inserted between Electrode 1 and 2, LED turns to green. So, the condition is dielectric.

![Waveform obtained by using Pilot](image)

**Fig. 9 Waveform obtained by using Pilot**
4.2 Wet Surface
Water is sprayed to FRP Hot Stick surface. Then, LED turns to red or the condition is non-dielectric.

Fig. 10 Waveform obtained from wet-surface FRP Hot Stick

4.3 Foil Winding
1 cm. width foil is winded around FRP Hot Stick with 7.6 cm. distance. Then, non-electric condition is shown.

Fig. 11 Waveform obtained by winding foil

4.4 Conductor Inserting
A conductor with 2.5 mm. diameter is inserted into FRP Hot Stick. Then, dielectric condition is monitored.

Fig. 12 Waveform obtained by inserting conductor

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
From experiments, two conditions are indicated non-dielectric condition: foil winding and wet surface whereas dry surface and conductor inserting are illustrated dielectric condition. However, the frequencies and voltages measured from both Electrodes in dielectric condition are quite different because frequency and electrical voltage can not be transmitted when the surface is dry and clean. The comparison of measured frequencies and voltages from Electrode 1 and 2 are as shown in Table 1 and 2.

Table 1 Frequency Measured from Electrode 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hot Stick Condition</th>
<th>Electrode 1</th>
<th>Electrode 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>20.72</td>
<td>20.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foil</td>
<td>20.69</td>
<td>20.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>20.74</td>
<td>20.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet</td>
<td>20.78</td>
<td>20.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water inner</td>
<td>20.74</td>
<td>20.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \Delta \text{Frequency} = 0.01 \]

Fig. 13 Graph of frequency measured at Electrode 1 and 2

Table 2 Voltage Measured from Electrode 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hot Stick Condition</th>
<th>Electrode 1</th>
<th>Electrode 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foil</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>9.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>9.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water inner</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>9.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \Delta \text{Voltage} = 0.96 \]

Fig. 14 Graph of Voltage measured at Electrode 1 and 2

6. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the approach developed to detect dielectric condition of FRP Hot Stick provides the satisfactory ability. Two conditions indicated as non-dielectric are wet surface condition and foil winding. Those two conditions refer to humid and dirty surface that can cause non-dielectric condition of FRP Hot Stick. When FRP Hot Stick is not under the specification, cleaning and testing are required based on IEEE 978-1984 Standard at 105 kV, DC/305 mm. for safety reason. This approach will be then developed to measure humidity in high voltage cable of EHV system and detect the impurity level of dirt on high voltage insulator (non-ceramic type).
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